TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS

SEC. 15

COR. 22 TINR 10 W., WM.

W 1/16

HISTORICAL:

MAP

A-699
A-471
A-3888

CONDITION

Fd
Good

FOUND:


COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

I SET

A 10" dia. Alum. form around the I.P. and filled it with concrete.

NEW ACCESSORY:

Fd State Forestry BT, now a 21/4" Hem. stump with closed face. Bears S8°E 2720 ft.

Fd State Forestry BT, now a 36" Hem. tree with part of face visible. Bears N62°E 4356 @27'

Above ties are from the 2" I.P. to face of BT's. Fd.

COMMENTS:

IN THE PRESENCE OF: TERRY JONES

GALE ARTHUR

DATE: 5/22/81

PHOTO#: SEC

* = County corner tag affixed.